ToM

Terminal on Module
As a leading provider of satellite innovation technology and ASIC
designs, SatixFy is the first to deliver the most integrated satellite
Terminal on Module (ToM). ToM brings the fastest multi gigabits
performance available today in an ultra-small-scale footprint and low power.
ToM is designed from the ground up to help our customers shorten their design
cycle and quickly deliver products to market.
ToM is packed with a rich set of interfaces that allows the user to design applications that directly interface
to either an analog RF (0-7.5GHz) or an Electronically Steered Multibeam Array (ESMA). ToM integrates
64bit Quad Core ARM Cortex A53, built-in hardware accelerators, LPDDR4, eMMC Flash, eSim, 10Gbps
Ethernet Phy and PCIe.
ToM is the first to commercialize Beam Hopping technology, which is essential for future LEO and MEO
applications. ToM is built with the knowledge that each customer has unique requirements and therefore,
it has a built-in SDR engine and expansion interfaces that give the customers the flexibility to tailor ToM to
their own solutions.

Highlights
+ Compact design and small size
+ Highly integrated
+ Low power
+ Low cost
+ Multi Gigibits throughput
+ SDR to support flexible applications
+ Wide range of interfaces

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CPU Type......................................................... 64 bit Quad ARM Quad Core A53
DSP................................................................ . 2 x CEVA
Standard/Waveform....................................... DVB-S2X, Time Slicing, Superframe, VLSNR, ELSNR DVB-RCS2
Analog RF....................................................... . 2 x Tx & 2 x Rx with BW 0-7.5GHz
Digital "RF"...................................................... High speed JESD204B
High-Speed Interfaces.................................... 2 x 10Gbps Ethernet Phy and PCIe
Memory.......................................................... eMMC, LPDDR4
Simultaneous Tx/Rx Beam Support..... ......... . Up to 8 beams
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